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Abstract

The current paper describes the process of developing an Urdu WordNet. The process includes selecting words, identifying their senses and documenting their use. The current work also ties the Urdu senses with corresponding senses in English. Challenges in developing the WordNet and the solutions being implemented are discussed. Finally, this paper presents the work planned in the future.

1. Introduction

Fellbaum [1] defines WordNet as an extensive lexical database in which words are divided by part of speech and organized into a hierarchy of nodes. Each node represents a concept and words denoting the same concept are grouped into a synset with a unique ID, for example, ENG20-02853224-n: {car, auto, automobile, machine, motorcar}). Concepts are defined by a short gloss (e.g., 4-wheeled motor vehicle; usually propelled by an internal combustion engine) and are also linked to other relevant synsets in the database (e.g. hypernym: {motor vehicle, automotive vehicle}, hyponym: {cab, hack, taxi, taxicab}).

WordNet is used for many computational linguistic tasks such as Word Sense Disambiguation, Information Retrieval and Extraction and Machine Translation, etc. Over time, WordNet has become a valuable resource, which has initiated the development of WordNets for many other languages as well.

Urdu is a language of the Indo-Aryan family, widely spoken in Pakistan and India. It is written using Arabic script from right to left, in Nastaliq writing style. Process for the development of Urdu WordNet has been discussed in this paper. The purpose of the development of Urdu WordNet is to provide a lexical resource for Urdu language that can be used in natural language processing. The WordNet is being developed specifically to align with linguistic, cultural, religious and other contexts in Pakistan.

The roadmap for the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the literature on Urdu WordNet. Methodology for development of Urdu WordNet is described in Section 3 and the current status is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the relevant issues and solutions, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

WordNets in various languages have been developed both through manual [2, 13] and automated [3, 14] methods. The manual construction of each WordNet is more accurate, but is also more time-consuming and expensive. There are two common approaches for building a WordNet for a language [4]: (i) a top-down approach, using an existing WordNet in a source language to seed the linguistic data for the target language WordNet [4], and (ii) a bottom-up approach, where the linguists create the WordNet synsets without depending on an existing one [5].

In the top-down approach, the synsets from the source language are translated into the target language. However, for the synsets to be mappable, concepts in the source language must exist in the target language, which is not always possible. Additionally, generally a significant amount of language resource is required for building a WordNet. For example, a set of synsets strictly aligned with the source WordNet must exist before the new WordNet can be built. This is a significant drawback of building a WordNet from an existing one. For this approach to be
successful there must be significant level of linguistic similarity between the two languages [5, 6].

Two methods have been discussed for developing a WordNet through the bottom-up process: the merge approach and the expand approach [7]. The merge approach builds the taxonomies of the language, synsets and relations, and then map to the Princeton WordNet (PWN) by using the English equivalent words from existing bilingual dictionaries [15]. Merge approach provides a description of lexico-semantic relations, closer to the spirit of the given language, in that it is less influenced by the design decisions in a WordNet for another language, often of a significantly different type. The merge approach, however, requires rich resources at the outset, for example, a monolingual dictionary with senses identified, detailed definitions, thematic codes for senses and some semantic structuring [15].

The expand approach is to map or translate local words directly to the PWN's synsets by using the existing bilingual dictionaries. That WordNet construction has used the expand approach due to budget and time reasons [7].

Previous work on Urdu WordNet [8, 9] is based on the top-down approach. Hindi WordNet (HWN) has been used due to its similarity with Urdu. However, this method faced the following challenges [8].

- There are number of Hindi words that are not used in Urdu due to the linguistic, religious, cultural and other differences, e.g. اتمان (fail) is not normally used in Urdu.
- Many words which are commonly used in Urdu, e.g. those loaned from Arabic and Persian languages, are not present in Hindi WordNet synsets. For example، (interest) is used in Urdu but not available in HWN.
- In the explanation given for the synset and the example for its usage a lot of Hindi words are used, which are not part of the common cultural vocabulary of Urdu in Pakistan. For example in the sentence ایام درہ کے کا کاہل باہر، and کاہل are not commonly used.

In addition, the compound words and complex predicates in verbs are not addressed.

3. Methodology

To build Urdu language WordNet merge approach has been used. 5000 high frequency nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are selected from Urdu corpus [10] to develop the WordNet. The following process is used for the development of Urdu WordNet.

1. A word from the list of 5000 words is looked up into Urdu Lughat [11].
2. Its POS tag is determined by Urdu Lughat.

For example the word کھان which has two POS tags in Urdu Lughat i.e. کھان (meal) a noun and کھان (eat) a verb.

3. The number of senses for each POS of the particular word is determined from Urdu Lughat. The less common, literary and poetic senses are ignored. So the number of senses for each word varies according to its use. For example, the third sense is in Table 1 below is less common and poetic, and thus ignored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Sense</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>کھان</td>
<td>کھان</td>
<td>Capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کھان</td>
<td>کھان</td>
<td>Smitten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کھان</td>
<td>کھان</td>
<td>Entangled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. The English translation of the word according to its POS tag is looked up in Urdu to English Dictionary. If there are two or more POS tags of the word in Urdu Lughat then the English translation of the word is determined according to all its tags as the word کھان (meal) is a noun as well as a verb کھان (eat).

So both the categories will be created. Figure 1 shows different POS categories of the word کھان.
6. The selected word is looked up in Princeton WordNet version 2.1 and each sense of Urdu is mapped on the sense of English according to its determined POS tag. The unique ID of English sense and its English word is recorded in separate columns. Table 3 shows the unique ID of English sense.

**Table 3: Unique IDs of English Senses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English ID</th>
<th>English Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>578942</td>
<td>Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708623</td>
<td>Chores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5600606</td>
<td>Concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3248411</td>
<td>Embroidery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1: POS Cat. of کہا in Urdu Lughat**

5. English translation of an Urdu word may be different for its multiple senses. So the English translation of each sense is looked up separately in Urdu to English Dictionary. The example is explained in the Table 2.

**Table 2: English Translation of Urdu Word**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English word</th>
<th>Concept of each sense</th>
<th>Urdu Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>کام</td>
<td>کام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chores</td>
<td>روزمرہ اور خانہ وقت کا کام</td>
<td>کام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern</td>
<td>سرگرمی اور تفتیش</td>
<td>کام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>embroidery</td>
<td>ارگمنی کی نشانی، فیروز کام</td>
<td>کام</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2: Urdu WordNet Process**

7. The concept of each sense is explained with the help of Urdu Lughat in simple and precise language.

8. Further, an example is given to illustrate the concept, using a word from the synset. For formulating the example, as a first preference the example usage given Urdu Lughat is used. If this example is difficult to understand, a new example sentence is created. Where it is not easily possible, the corresponding example from PWN is translated as an alternative.

9. The synsets of the word are written from Qamos-e-Mutradif (synonyms dictionary) [12]. Only those synonyms from Qamos-e-Mutradif are selected that have the same concept. The concepts of these synonyms are confirmed from Urdu Lughat.
10. In the end, a linguist reviews the WordNet entries.

This process is summarized in the Figure 2.

4. Current Status

A sample Urdu WordNet entry is given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synsets</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>دیاہ. قوم.</td>
<td>sugar cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>دیاہ. کی.</td>
<td>cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>دیاہ. قوم.</td>
<td>count</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are Urdu words/concepts that do not exist in the English WordNet due to religious, cultural and other differences. Some examples are given in Table 6.

5. Discussion

This paper presents experience of building Urdu WordNet. Although it gives sufficient lexical information of Urdu words but still there are issues needed to be resolved. Some language specific challenges are observed during the development of Urdu WordNet process that are needed to be considered carefully. The diacritics need to be handled for Urdu. The words that change their meaning with the diacritics need to have a separate entry in Urdu WordNet. Table 5 shows the example. This is addressed in the Urdu WordNet.

Table 5: The Case of Diacritics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urdu</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>سگن</td>
<td>sugar cane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کانی</td>
<td>cane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کانی</td>
<td>count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At present, 2205 senses are completed. These include 1518 nouns, 560 adjectives, 80 verbs and 47 adverbs.

5. Discussion

This paper presents experience of building Urdu WordNet. Although it gives sufficient lexical information of Urdu words but still there are issues needed to be resolved. Some language specific challenges are observed during the development of Urdu WordNet process that are needed to be considered carefully. The diacritics need to be handled for Urdu. The words that change their meaning with the diacritics need to have a separate entry in Urdu WordNet. Table 5 shows the example. This is addressed in the Urdu WordNet.

Table 6: The Case of Cultural Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>صفن</td>
<td>name of the second Islamic month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میندی</td>
<td>a cultural function which is celebrated before the marriage ceremony in which typical intricate patterns of Henna are applied to bride; celebrated mainly by the bride’s family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ہوہن</td>
<td>a long scarf that is worn by females to cover their head</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This difference creates problem when Urdu synset is mapped onto English ID.

Further, because of the difference in the structure of English and Urdu language it is difficult to map some of the words on the same POS tag. For example the word تھاک “prisoner” is a noun in English but Urdu Lughat lists it as an adjective. سارف “consumer” is a noun in English and an adjective in Urdu. Similarly the word پاک “polling” is a noun in Urdu and a verb in English. In order to incorporate this problem, there is need to improve Urdu Lughat.

Sometimes two different words are mapped on the same English ID, to avoid this problem and keep all the IDs unique that particular word is added into the synset of the previously added word.

In the future, 5000 senses will be completed. Currently nouns are more in number than other categories. The words added in the future will be
selected from other categories as much as possible, to balance this distribution. Further the work will associate these synsets, to allow for more significant modeling of the semantic relationships.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present the process of developing a basic lexical resource for Urdu. This lexical resource is developed using the bottom-up approach. A few language and cultural issues faced in its development are discussed. This is a work in progress and future goals are also presented.
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